
Global Origin of HCV NS3 Substitution Q80K that is 
Associated with Lower Simeprevir Susceptibility
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The mutation Q80K in the HCV protease gene 
NS3 is associated with reduced susceptibility to 
the direct-acting antiviral (DAA) inhibitor 
Simeprevir (Zeuzem et al. 2013).

Q80K is predominantly observed in HCV 
genotype 1a, especially in the United States 
(~50%, de Luca et al. 2013).  It is relatively rare in 
Europe, and seldom observed in other 
genotypes.

Why is Q80K so prevalent in HCV 1a?  

Did this mutation historically arise once or on 
multiple occasions?

Is Q80K stable and transmissible between 
hosts?

We performed a phylogenetic analysis of HCV 
NS3 sequence variation to reconstruct the 
evolutionary origins of this mutation.
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We retrieved all published HCV NS3 sequences from the 
Genbank database (n=10,764) and used pair-wise alignment 
against a reference (H77) to extract the first 543 nucleotides.

We used an approximate maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny 
(Fasttree2) of these data to screen for genotype 1a (n = 5,021).  
Sequences were annotated by country and year of sample 
collection, or discarded if these data were not available.  

In the absence of consistent source annotation, repeated 
samples from the same individual were filtered by generating a 
multiple sequence alignment (MUSCLE), reconstructing an ML 
phylogeny and pruning highly similar sequences by a branch 
length cutoff of 0.01 expected nucleotide substitutions per 
site. A ML phylogenetic tree was built from a multiple 
sequence alignment of the remaining n = 794 sequences.  

We rooted this tree under a strict clock based on sample 
dates using a modified version of Path-O-Gen.  Ancestral 
divergence times were estimated using a penalized likelihood 
method using a modified version of the chronos function in the 
R ape library.

We fit a Muse-Gaut model of codon substitution crossed with 
the generalized time-reversible model of nucleotide 
substitution to the alignment and tree in HyPhy.  Amino acid 
substitutions were mapped to branches of the tree by joint ML 
ancestral sequence reconstruction.

Strict clock ML tree relating n = 794 HCV 1a NS3 
sequences.  Node heights were estimated using a 
penalized likelihood method.  Lineages descending from 
ancestral Q80K mutations are indicated in red.  This 
phylogeny was robust to censoring NS3 codon Q80.

• Q80K was observed in 172 out of 794 (22%) HCV 1a NS3 
sequences.

• The 1a phylogeny comprised two clades with different global 
distributions as previously described (de Luca et al. 2013).

• Root of phylogeny implied that genotype 1a emerged in the 
early 1910's, consistent with previous work.

• Ancestral sequence reconstructed at root encoded wild-type 
Q at codon 80.

• We mapped only 7 ancestral Q80K substitution events in the 
phylogeny.  

• One Q80K substitution mapped deep in a predominantly US-
based clade, in a lineage ancestral to 292 observed 
sequences (165 of which inherited this Q80K).

The vast majority (96%) of HCV 1a carrying Q80K have 
descended from a single substitution event from over 50 years 
ago.  

The persistence of this ancestral substitution implies that 
Q80K is readily transmitted between hosts.

This evolutionary history may explained currently observed 
differences in the prevalence of Q80K between European and 
US populations. 
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292 descendants
59% USA
26% Spain
10% Italy
2% Germany
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19 reversions

435 descendants
54% Spain
14% USA
13% Italy
8% Switzerland
6% New Zealand
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51 descendants
33% New Zealand
20% Italy
18% Australia
18% USA  Conclusions
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